
Upgrade of  CCTV & Intruder Alarm utilising Artificial Intelligence and system integration to 
protect an iconic British landmark.   

The Battle of Britain Bunker is an underground operations room at RAF Uxbridge, formerly used by No. 11 Group 

Fighter Command during the Second World War. Fighter aircraft operations were controlled from there throughout 

the War but most notably during the Battle of Britain and on D-Day. Today it is run by Hillingdon Council as a her-

itage attraction with attached museum. A new visitor centre above ground opened in March 2018.  

As the location of No. 11 Group RAF's Operations Room, The Battle of Britain Bunker was one of the key parts of 

the world's first integrated air defence system. Often known as the "Dowding system" (after Air Chief Marshal Sir 

Hugh Dowding, Commander-in-Chief Fighter Command at the time of installation), the system linked Fighter Com-

mand with Anti-Aircraft Command, Barrage Balloon Command, the Observer Corps, Chain Home Radio Direction 

Finding (radar), and the intelligence services. Under the system, these organisations worked together for the first 

time in order to achieve one goal: the successful defence of the UK's airspace. 

The Challenge 

The existing CCTV and Intruder Alarm systems where not up to standard and had obtained multiple faults within 18 

months of being installed.  

DSSL Group where tasked to complete a full report on the system with the end goal to create a fully integrated 

security solution to enhance the security around the Bunker museum to reduce costs in manned security and 

speed up remote security & police response time.  
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The Solution 

Utilising the existing DSSL designed wireless network that is installed across the borough, DSSL Group specified a 

Genetec Security Centre solution for the Bunker museum. The CCTV was connected onto existing cabling and new 

fibre optic cables where in-stalled in key areas. Overall we installed over 75 HD Dahua CCTV cameras which where 
also specified by DSSL Group. All HD CCTV Cameras are viewable on site by management and the security team. In 

addition to this, the cameras are also viewable from the councils flagship control room.  

As well as the CCTV Upgrade DSSL completed a full Honeywell Galaxy alarm install consisting of 62 zones. As well 
as the Honeywell Galaxy alarm being commissioned to report to a central monitoring station DSSL also integrated the 
Honeywell alarm with Genetec allowing the Hillingdon control room staff to receive alerts & set and unset remotely via 
the Genetec Security Centre software. 

DSSL also installed Axis IP PA speakers and set up Kiwi Analytics on all external cameras across the site within the 

Genetec Security Centre software. This has allowed us to secure the perimeter using AI technology generating alerts 

directly back to the control room.  

In addition to the above AI solution , The Honeywell Galaxy alarm generates an output directly to the control room and 

also our chosen monitoring station for immediate response if an alarm is triggered.  

We are proud to be chosen to protect such an iconic landmark in Britain and we hope you enjoy these great images in 

this article.  
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